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IV: The Liberal-Communist War On Jazz; Schillinger, Tatum, Foresythe 
 

It would be easy, if untrue, to say that the furthest-left wing radicals both in America 
and Europe embraced jazz as a music of freedom, democratization and racial equality, all of 
which it was, but such was not the case. The Communist position, both in Western Europe 
and America, was anything but kind to jazz, at least not until the Swing Era made the music 
such a powerful social force that they had no choice but to embrace and promote it. 

The first, and longest-lasting, attacks on jazz emanated from the pen of one Theodor 
W. Adorno (1903-1969). Born into a wealthy family, immersed in high German art, a pupil of 
Alban Berg and a close personal friend of Arnold Schoenberg, Adorno took the public apathy 
towards 12-tone music personally as an attack on intelligence, reason, and high culture. In ad-
dition to trashing jazz, he also attacked the music of Stravinsky, whose growing public ac-
claim rankled both him and Schoenberg, and of course he bashed Gershwin. Adorno wrote no 
fewer than five long-winded polemics against jazz, two in the 1930s, one in the 1940s and 
two in the 1950s, by which time jazz had long since separated from popular music and was on 
the verge of a final divorce decree, so one cannot ascribe his acid comments to being mis-
guided or a criticism of pop music. Followers and apologists in the academic world, however, 
have done so, claiming that poor Adorno didn’t know the difference between jazz and pop 
and comparing his criticism of musical commercialization to that of Ralph Ellison. Neither 
apology holds water. The words Adorno used clearly indicate that he did know the difference, 
attacking improvisation as “an artificial form of individualism.” Ellison, who clearly loved 
and appreciated jazz, merely attacked the music industry for stealing ideas from black musi-
cians and paying them poorly. Adorno’s critiques had everything to do with the music, writing 
that “Jazz is the false liquidation of art—instead of utopia becoming reality it disappears from 
the picture.”1 Not only is this statement wrong, it means nothing. And consider this long-
winded polemic: “The aim of jazz is the mechanical reproduction of a regressive moment, a 
castration symbolism. ‘Give up your masculinity, let yourself be castrated,’ the eunuchlike 
sound of the jazz band both mocks and proclaims, ‘and you will be rewarded, accepted into a 
fraternity which shares the mystery of impotence with you, a mystery revealed at the moment 
of the initiation rite.’”2 

Whatever Adorno meant by attacking jazz solos as artificial individualism and a 
method of castrating masculinity remains as murky today as it did in the 1930s, and except for 
the hope that jazz during the swing era would finally bestow national fame and exposure on 
black musicians, jazz players certainly didn’t view jazz as presenting a utopian ideal. Yet 
there are, in my view, other, underlying causes of Adorno’s attacks on jazz. First, and this did 
trickle out in one of his articles, he was visibly upset that jazz had such a strong appeal to the 
emotions, that it grabbed people and held them enthralled when listening to it, while Schoen-
berg’s music grabbed people and visibly moved them towards the exits. (This doesn’t mean 
that I am opposed to Schoenberg—I enjoy a great many of his pieces, both pre- and post-12-
tone—but the fact remains that his 12-tone system was a restrictive form of composition, rig-
orously stylized and intellectual, and therefore had only a minimal appeal to a majority audi-
ence.) Secondly, as a representative of German High Culture, Adorno opposed any commer-
cialization of music, even classical, as well as the popularization of classical music, which led 
to equally long-winded attacks on Arturo Toscanini as the darling of the American radio pub-
lic. (One related factor here is that Toscanini intensely disliked 12-tone music and wouldn’t 

                                                
1 Adorno, Perennial fashion — Jazz, as quoted in The Sociology of Rock (Constable, 1978) by Simon Frith. 
2 Adorno, Theodor A., Prisms (MIT Press, 1984) as translated by Samuel Weber and Shierry Weber. 
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conduct any Schoenberg, which in Arnold’s view made Toscanini a “philistine” and a 
“butcher” of music.) And third is the little-known (outside of Germany) fact that, while 
Adorno was establishing himself as the leading philosopher of the Frankfurt school, Jewish-
Hungarian composer Mátyás Seiber was appointed head of the world’s first department of 
jazz studies—in Frankfurt. Ironically, because he was a Communist (aligned, according to the 
Internet, to the “Freudo-Marxist” school of thought), Adorno had to flee Hitler’s Germany in 
the 1930s, even though his passion for German Art as the highest manifestation of musical 
culture and his disdain of jazz were thoroughly aligned with Nazi culture. The National So-
cialists’ condemnation of jazz was branded as “Entartete Musik” or “Neger-Kike musik.” 

In 1938 Adorno became the head of music studies at Princeton University’s Office of 
Radio Research. In 1941, when his good buddy Max Horkheimer moved to California due to 
ill health, Adorno followed, becoming part of an expatriate community that included Thomas 
and Heinrich Mann, Bertolt Brecht (I’ll just bet that Adorno and Brecht hit it off well) and 
Alfred Doeblin. Adorno also served as co-director and theoretician of the most famous of the 
Institute’s American projects, the Research Project on Social Discrimination, from 1944 to 
1949. Yet as another anti-Toscanini writer of recent years, Joseph Horowitz, pointed out in his 
book Understanding Toscanini (Knopf, 1987), when given the chance to come up with some-
thing brilliant as an alternative, Adorno failed miserably. He came up with no new or positive 
alternatives to culture other than his constant propagation of Schoenberg. 

Adorno’s blistering critiques weren’t limited to jazz and Toscanini. He criticized the 
Age of Enlightenment not only because it conflicted with the philosophy of his idol, Imman-
uel Kant (a brilliant mathematician and astronomer who, as a philosopher, was a neurotic-
compulsive who took the same walk every day for decades and believed that numerology 
ruled the universe) but also because, in his Freudo-Marxist view, it tended towards a totalitar-
ian view like Fascism in its “domination of instrumental reality.” Adorno was simply great at 
coming up with pompous but empty phrases like “domination of instrumental reality” that 
sounded impressive to academics but meant nothing. He also believed that actors were essen-
tially stupid and should remain so, because if they actually understood the deep meaning of 
the lines they delivered in the plays of Shakespeare, Goethe or Ibsen, they would screw them 
up rather than just fall back on their good histrionic training. In short, Adorno was just a bun-
dle of chuckles. I’ll bet he was the life of any party he attended, playing Schoenberg as back-
ground music and telling the other guests how stupid they were. 

Happily, like George Amberson in Booth Tarkington’s novel, Adorno finally got his 
comeuppance. In 1969 students protesting his classes’ misperceived conservatism frequently 
invaded the Institute’s offices. In April of that year three politically radical female students 
entered Adorno’s classroom, bared their breasts, mocked him with flowers and kisses, and 
finally declared him dead as an institution. Adorno, horrified by the incident, went into apo-
plectic shock and never fully recovered. He died of a heart attack later that year.  

Adorno is, alas, both typical and symptomatic of much academic discussions of jazz. 
Even when they don’t actively criticize it, they patronize it. I cannot tell you how many re-
views and letters I’ve read in classical music publications in which jazz is marginally dis-
cussed where the authors make it very clear that no musician’s spontaneous improvisations 
can hold water against a Bach chorale or a Beethoven fugue. Yet there were musicians, even 
as far back as the 1920s, whose improvised choruses could indeed compare favorably to the 
most creative variations penned by formal composers of the past, among them Armstrong, 
Beiderbecke, Bubber Miley, Earl Hines, Miff Mole, Pee Wee Russell, James P. Johnson, and 
even poor, maligned Red Nichols. Moreover, as one proceeds into the late 1940s and 1950s, 
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there were more and more musicians whose work had the complexity of a fully composed 
piece, which we shall discuss further on. 

But what, then, of Kurt Weill? He and his librettist, Berthold Brecht, were certainly 
Communists, yet they incorporated popular and jazz forms into their music—at least at first. 
Yet the two most famous Weill-Brecht collaborations, Die Dreigroschen Oper and The Rise 
and Fall of the City of Mahagonny, were more like Whiteman’s or Gershwin’s music, a bor-
rowing of jazz orchestration in the presentation of an original form divorced somewhat from 
jazz. Weill’s music is certainly creative, engaging, and fun to hear, but the rhythm is stiff and 
there are no real jazz elements to it, despite the fact that The Ballad of Mack the Knife (or 
Mackie Messer) became a jazz standard after Louis Armstrong started performing it in the 
mid-1950s. Rigidly constructed, these pieces can be used as the basis of a jazz performance 
but are not jazz in and of themselves. Moreover, it will be noted that when Weill came to 
America and had the chance to hear real jazz, he quickly abandoned this style, perhaps know-
ing instinctively that what he was doing wasn’t really jazz at all. Knickerbocker Holiday and 
Lady in the Dark, although excellent and well-crafted musicals, are musicals nonetheless, sty-
listically different from but musically no better than the similar musicals of Rodgers and Hart 
or Cole Porter. Thus, we see these early works of Weill as being a phase, a curious and inter-
esting one but a phase nonetheless. In short, he was as quick to abandon his “jazz” style as he 
was to adopt it. 

Nor was Adorno alone in his disdain for jazz. By the late 1920s, Joseph Stalin’s artis-
tic credo in the USSR of “social realism” not only put a great burden on such modern classical 
composers as Serge Prokofiev and Dmitri Shostakovich, it also extended to jazz, which was 
thrown into the same category as abstract and expressionist forms of art. True, jazz bands and 
musicians performed in the Soviet Union under Stalin, most notably the orchestras of Georgi 
Landsberg and pianist Alexander Tsfasman, but except for the latter most of them were 
pushed to the musical ghettos of Soviet society, not permitted to record or broadcast (Tsfas-
man was the first Soviet jazz musician to do both).3 This ban was only lifted, slowly and in 
stages, after Stalin’s death in 1953. Many writers have questioned why totalitarian govern-
ments ban jazz, sometimes as one of their first orders of business. Most have supposed it is 
because jazz, especially as exemplified in improvised solos, represents complete personal 
freedom, the ability of one to express him or herself however they wish. There is certainly 
some truth in that, but I believe the cause runs deeper. Jazz represents a musical art form 
rooted in the public, an art form disguised as popular music and which used popular songs as 
the basis for its structure and form for the first half century of its existence. This, too, has an 
element of truth in it, but it’s not the whole story. 

In August of 1933 an American writer, Mike Gold, complained in the Communist 
Daily Worker that jazz was simply a cheap, trashy form of dance music whose roots only 
went as far as the pavement on Broadway, devoid of deep feeling and lacking the “high lofty 
imagination of a Bach or Beethoven.” In his excellent book Swingin’ the Dream (University 
of Chicago Press, 1998), from which this Gold quote is taken, author Lewis A. Erenberg also 
features this quote from a Gold poem titled “The Shame of Jazz”: “Wah, wah! in shrieking 
dance halls / I hear that sad mean capitalist wah.”4 Nor were these views solely his own; they 
represented the overall view of American Communists, which was one reason why jazz im-
presario John Hammond—though clearly a musical and social radical—refused to join the 

                                                
3 For a superbly detailed chronology of jazz in the Stalin era, I highly recommend S. Frederick Starr’s book, Red 
and Hot: The Fate of Jazz in the Soviet Union, 1917-1991 (Limelight Editions, 1994). 
4 “The Shame of Jazz” was quoted in Mike Gold, “What a World” in the DW, 29 August 1933. 
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Party (though his sister did). Another reason he refused to join was that he quickly learned 
that the American Communists had no desire to integrate either jazz as an art form or the 
South as a social institution, two goals close to Hammond’s heart.  

The Communist view was that jazz was nothing but bourgeoisie, capitalist music, but 
the reasons for damning it were different in Europe and America. European Communists, in-
cluding Eastern Europeans like the Russians, looked down on it as trash unworthy of your lis-
tening attention because it was not formal, developed music—a view, ironically, shared by the 
National Socialists in Germany—whereas the American Communists looked down on it be-
cause it had evolved too far from African-American folk music. As folk music, it was OK be-
cause it removed its capitalist stain. There are many instances of New Masses, the Communist 
magazine in New York City, promoting both in print and with funds several of the more ra-
cially mixed jazz concerts of their time, particularly Hammond’s Spirituals to Swing concerts 
of 1938 and ’39, but the alliance was always an uneasy one. The strong sentiment of patroniz-
ing jazz musicians never completely left the Communist Party in America for a long, long 
time. They only felt comfortable promoting it as a form of folk music, hence the constant de-
scription of jazz in those terms even into the mid-1940s (one concert they promoted paired 
Bunk Johnson with Leadbelly), by which time there was not even the slightest shred of a folk 
element in it.5 

What the Communists were really and truly against were not earlier forms of jazz as 
they were played in New Orleans, Texas, or Missouri back in the 1910s and early ‘20s. What 
they were against was any form of jazz that showed musical sophistication and/or based its 
aesthetic on modern popular tunes—and this even included modern jazz tunes written after 
1922. Thus it was OK for African-American musicians to play Tiger Rag, Careless Love, Ec-
centric, Milenberg Joys, Dippermouth Blues or Copenhagen, but not anything written by 
popular songwriters of the late ‘20s, even if those songwriters were black themselves (such as 
Fats Waller, Don Redman or Eubie Blake). Tunes like Memories of You, Cherry and I’ve Got 
a Feelin’ I’m Fallin’ were viewed with as much suspicion as My Blue Heaven or Get Out and 
Get Under the Moon. Ironically, early Duke Ellington’s “Jungle Band,” with its acrid clarinets 
and growling brass, was accepted as close to real jazz because it pursued a “primitive” sound, 
but as soon as Ellington began smoothing his band’s sound out in late 1933 he began his pe-
riod of increased alienation from this group. The far-leftists were automatically suspicious of 
the highly trained and technically brilliant bands who began to create a legacy that would 
eventually blossom during the Swing Era, such as Fletcher Henderson, Redman and Chick 
Webb, and more to the point they were uncomfortable with the fact that these bandleaders 
were well-educated, articulate, good businessmen and musically literate. The romantic image 
of the half-ignorant jazzer who couldn’t read a note and was proud of this because it might 
interfere with his creative inspiration was the ideal of the Communists. A great musician like 
Redman, who could bat out harmonically advanced scores at a moment’s notice, or Waller, 
who not only had an extraordinarily felicitous musical mind but in his performances shot out 
satirical jabs at the white establishment, were looked upon with suspicion. The African-
American musician was expected to be a “folk” performer, inspired in the creation of his so-
los but not musically sophisticated enough to write out an arrangement and certainly not 
bright enough to manage his own band. It was a sort of upside-down discrimination that pur-

                                                
5 For further reading on this topic, I also recommend Jonathon Bakon’s article Jazz and the ‘‘Popular Front’’: 
‘‘Swing’’ Musicians and the Left-Wing Movement of the 1930s–1940s, published in Jazz Perspective, Vol. 3, No. 
1, April 2009, pp. 35-56. 
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ported to support and promote black musicians but in reality didn’t want them to progress. 
One wonders what they really thought of Jelly Roll Morton: he was an authentic New Orleans 
genius from the Old Days, but his music was often too complex in arrangement or sophisti-
cated in its construction to qualify as “folk tunes,” though Alan Lomax tried his best to pi-
geonhole Morton this way when he appeared at the Library of Congress in 1938. 

Nor was this viewpoint restricted to the early-to-mid 1930s. It also resurfaced in the 
early years of World War II and reached its apex in the post-War “war” between the tradi-
tional jazz (or “trad jazz”) crowd and the bebeoppers, while both groups fought against what 
they perceived as the mechanization of swing. Much of the cultural war between the bebop-
pers and the trad jazzers was fueled by the Communist front in America. Traditional white 
pianist Art Hodes, who also published the trad jazz journal The Jazz Record in his Greenwich 
Village apartment, was part of the radical white scene who supported The Popular Front. 
When sixty-four-year-old trumpeter Bunk Johnson became their focal point and lightning rod, 
the trad jazzers even convinced such far-left-leaning music critics as Virgil Thomson to write 
glowing reviews of Johnson’s New York concerts.  

Yet this movement, too, denigrated any progressive tendencies in African-American 
musicians. It was also the beginning of the cult, still alive today, that only African-Americans 
should be allowed to play jazz because they created it and therefore only they are “authentic 
voices” of the music, and that this jazz had to be a simpler, pre-bebop style because it was 
“pure” and “music of the people.” When Thelonious Monk said that he and his circle of musi-
cians liked to listen to Schoenberg and Stravinsky, they were vilified as anti-populist. Duke 
Ellington, who had begun his own personal march towards the fusion of jazz with classical 
proportions (if not always classical form) with Black, Brown and Beige in 1943, “was said to 
have too much European technique, leading to a ‘de-Africanization’ of jazz,” as Lewis A. Er-
enberg has said. “Even Bunk ‘couldn’t understand why the jazz fans wanted him to play all 
those old New Orleans tunes from 40 years ago!’ said Bob Wilber” and an atmosphere of 
“Crow Jim” arose. As white trumpeter Max Kaminsky put it, “A whole school of amateur 
critics arose to preach a sort of Negro mystique.”6 We shall delve further into this aesthetic’s 
cultural descendant, the Jazz at Lincoln Center program, in a later chapter. 

 
A few interesting recordings 
During this period, a few isolated recordings in which I feel classical principles were 

applied need to be mentioned. First of these was a May 1931 recording of Stardust, one of the 
first, in fact, of that venerable standard, by the Boswell Sisters with a studio orchestra led by 
Victor Young. To a certain extent, parts of this arrangement (written by the Sisters’ lead vo-
calist, Connee Boswell) have the feel of “show band” music, but the entire performance from 
start to finish is structured in an echt-classical style that is simply astonishing for its time. Af-
ter and out-of-tempo introduction in which the Sisters employ a number of unusual chord po-
sitions, they sing the melody in an unusual manner, constantly adjusting and varying the 
tempo and “crossing voices” so that sometimes Connee is on the bottom, sometimes the lead 
voice, and their rhythmic variants—though obviously pre-planned—have the right jazz feel-
ing, highly unusual for a white vocal trio working in the very early ‘30s. In fact, as the per-
formance progresses one becomes more and more caught up in it, each section leading logi-
cally to the next in a way reminiscent of the unconventional music of C.P.E. Bach (though I 
doubt that any of the Boswell Sisters had ever heard a note of his music). One of the secrets to 

                                                
6 These quotes taken from Erenberg, Lewis A., Swingin’ the Dream: Big Band Jazz and the Rebirth of American 
Culture (University of Chicago Press, 1998), p. 223. 
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the Boswells’ highly developed sense of swing and improvisational skill was their involve-
ment as youngsters to certain black and white jazz musicians that they heard around New Or-
leans, some of whom—like the legendary cornetist Emmet Hardy, who never recorded—
played in their home. (In a 1983 telephone interview with me Vet Boswell, who had never 
heard Bix Beiderbecke until I sent her a tape of his “Bix and his Gang” recordings, told me, 
“Oh, he’s wonderful…he sounds just like Emmet!”) Once, around 1932 or ’33, a shocked 
white women wrote in to the radio station the Boswell Sisters were broadcasting on and com-
plained that they sounded too black, “Like a bunch of jigaboos.” Connee purportedly laughed 
so hard that she almost choked and told her sisters, “Look! We’re on the right track!” 

Venuti and Lang also participated in two recordings during this period that exhibit an 
unusually implicit classical structure. The first of these, from 1929, was on a record by Phil 
Napoleon’s small band, the Emperors, a piece called Getting Hot written by Italian-American 
pianist Frank Signorelli. Getting Hot may best be described as a jazz tarantella, set in a minor 
key and very well structured to provide maximum effect with a recurring triplet figure passed 
around from instrument to instrument (originating, of course, with Signorelli’s piano solo). 
Another recording from 1931, October 22 to be exact, was Someday Sweetheart, the fourth 
and last track recorded in a session with a pickup band using the name “Joe Venuti, Eddie 
Lang and their All-Star Orchestra.” The lineup was indeed notable: Venuti on violin, Lang on 
guitar, Charlie and Jack Teagarden on trumpet and trombone respectively, Benny Goodman 
on clarinet, Frank Signorelli on piano, Ward Lay on bass and Neil Marshall on drums. But 
even more notable was the highly unusual “routining” of the record. Goodman and Lang play 
a lovely, out-of-tempo introduction, following which Venuti enters, playing the melody 
mostly straight while Lang varies the background with exquisite triplet fills for the first eight 
bars. Jack Teagarden then plays the second eight with bass and drums, incorporating varia-
tions, before returning to Venuti and Lang, now playing slight variants themselves. Following 
this complete chorus, the rhythm section shifts from a straight 4/4 tempo to a shuffle beat as 
Goodman plays a wildly inventive solo, followed by Charlie Teagarden at his most eloquent 
and original. Lang’s double-time chords introduce the ride-out, which is played in quintessen-
tial Chicago Dixieland style with collective polyphonic improvisation. A final guitar chord 
ends it. One can re-listen to this recording numerous times and, no matter how familiar it gets, 
never be bored by its absolutely exquisite construction. I’ve heard many a classical piece that 
cannot touch it for freshness and perfection of balance in all of its parts. 

Another fascinating performance is the June 1932 recording (not to be confused with 
the earlier September 1931 version) of Chant of the Weed by Don Redman (1900-1964) and 
his orchestra. As previously noted, Redman was Fletcher Henderson’s chief arranger from 
1923-27, later moving to McKinney’s Cotton Pickers, and also wrote the excellent arrange-
ment of Whiteman Stomp for the famed white bandleader. In 1931 he started his own orches-
tra, which he led for about six years. In the early 1930s marijuana and other “dope”-oriented 
songs were extremely popular in the United States (marijuana did not officially become illegal 
until 1937), the king of them being Cab Calloway, but Redman’s composition—with its bito-
nal introduction and chromatic opening melody over un-rooted chords—was highly unusual 
for its time. Had I never known of the 1932 Columbia recording, however, I would never have 
included it in this book, since the 1931 version is really just a hot jazz number after the open-
ing ensemble. But the 1932 recording is an entirely different piece: not just slower in tempo, 
but organized like a classical piece (Redman had studied at the Boston Conservatory of Mu-
sic) with an inherent structure and development. More interestingly, this development contin-
ues—in the Columbia recording only—via a very harmonically advanced alto sax solo that 
almost sounds like Ornette Coleman. Since there are three alto players on the session—
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Edward Inge, Rupert Cole, and Redman himself—I don’t know which of the three is playing 
this solo, but the way this soloist goes “outside” the chord changes to make his solo concept 
work within the framework of Redman’s advanced composition is wholly remarkable. 

We must also pay some attention to one of the most curious and discursive minds in 
jazz, that of Kenneth Norville, the first xylophonist to play the music. He worked for nearly a 
half-century under the name Red Norvo and, though he is primarily known to musicians, he 
did have a few brushes with fame in the larger popular sense. 

Norvo first came to New York in the late 1920s, where he befriended and listened 
carefully to musicians like Ellington, Beiderbecke, and Hines. A vaudeville musician at first, 
Norvo was determined to bring the xylophone and its deeper-voiced cousin, the marimba, into 
jazz. By 1931 he succeeded to such a degree that he was hired by Whiteman as part of his 
band, but unfortunately by this point, Whiteman was de-emphasizing the jazz element entirely 
in lieu of sweet, soothing sounds means to lull Depression-era nerves. Yet Norvo made good 
money with Whiteman, which he later used to start his first band, and he also met and married 
the superb jazz singer Mildred Bailey who was also with Whiteman at the time (and similarly 
relegated to soothing ballads). 

In 1933, having a small recording contract with Brunswick Records, Norvo ap-
proached A&R man Jack Kapp (who a year later would leave Brunswick to start his own la-
bel, Decca) with a suggestion for two pieces he had been working on for some time. One was 
an arrangement for marimba, bass clarinet, guitar, bass and drums of Beiderbecke’s In a Mist. 
The other was an original composition in a startlingly original style entitled Dance of the Oc-
topus. Kapp vetoed both of them, but Norvo, who was also quite friendly with Brunswick’s 
owner, received permission to enter the studio late at night when Kapp wasn’t around to re-
cord the pieces, which were indeed issued on disc. When Kapp heard the disc he was furious, 
being completely unsympathetic to any musical ideas that smacked of the jazz avant-garde, 
but he was powerless to withdraw it. Listening to the record today, one hears a sound world 
entirely removed from the jazz milieu of its era. Were it not for the dated, boxy sound quality, 
one would never perceive these two sides as having been recorded in 1933. They sound like 
avant-garde jazz of the late 1950s or early 1960s. 

Moreover, there is a strange balance between the instruments, which rarely play to-
gether but interject discrete musical commentaries as the pieces progress. Norvo was very for-
tunate to obtain the services of Benny Goodman, at that time stuck in unrewarding studio 
work playing mostly bland love songs, to play the bass clarinet. The result was a pair of per-
formances that remained essentially sui generis for more than 30 years, and gave “third 
stream” composers of the 1960s something to really aim at. 

 
Isham Jones 
As for Isham Jones, the coming of the Depression did not diminish the position of his 

band within American culture. His essentially Romantic approach to jazz and dance music 
continued to attract listeners, and the improved sound of electrical recording captured his 
band’s sound at the height of its powers. Still using a tuba rather than string bass (though oc-
casionally both), Jones continued to lighten its texture so it blended not only with the piano 
and guitar but also in arranged passages with the saxophones. The trumpets and trombones 
continued to play in lower registers than the majority of jazz bands and, although his jazz so-
loists lacked the individuality and impact of some hotter bands, they played with good imagi-
nation and complemented his well-written and creative arrangements. I’ve never seen a com-
mercial recording of it, but there’s a film clip of Jones’ band playing a hot arrangement of 
Liszt’s Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 with some of the deftest and most beautifully-balanced 
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section work you’ll ever hear (this was in Underneath the Broadway Moon, an 11-minute 
Paramount short from 1934). To the best of my knowledge this is the earliest example of the 
Swing Era trend of “swinging the classics,” and undoubtedly one of the most tasteful. 

During this period Jones’ band, led by the innovative arrangements of Joe Bishop and 
Gordon Jenkins, pioneered a style of “swinging ballads” richer and more texturally interesting 
than any other band. For All We Know, You’ve Got Me Crying Again (later recorded by Ray 
Charles), Out of Space, Blue Lament and, perhaps best of all, Bishop’s composition Blue 
Prelude all had a profound effect on bands to come, particularly those of Glenn Miller and 
Claude Thornhill who took this concept a few steps further. The Gene Gifford-Joe Bishop Out 
of Space, with its highly unusual phrases, chromatically based on shifting notes within the 
chords, is an excellent example, even using a flute to ride over the ensemble. Jazz clarinetist-
singer Woody Herman, who joined the band in 1936 and eventually took it over to form his 
own orchestra when Jones retired at the end of that year, loved Blue Prelude so much that he 
continued to use it as his own band’s theme song, recording an instrumental version with his 
first band (“The Band That Plays the Blues”) for Decca, then later with a vocal chorus sung 
by himself with the first “Herman Herd” for Columbia after World War II.  

Listening to such Jones recordings as Lonesome Lover (a rather treacly waltz recorded 
by Guy Lombardo but transformed here into a nicely swinging dance number), China Boy, 
Blue Room, I Hate Myself and Sentimental Gentleman From Georgia all show the benefits of 
this approach to the composer interested in alternative methods of scoring for a classical or-
chestra that is still within a jazz context. One of the secrets of Jones’ sound was that he not 
only retained a tuba as a bass instrument at a time when everyone else was switching to string 
bass, but in fact sometimes used two tubas, one to play the bass line and the other to anchor 
the saxes in their ensemble playing. He also mixed a single trumpet in with the saxes as a lead 
voice, much the same way Glenn Miller later used the clarinet to lead his saxophones. In addi-
tion, he almost never had his trumpets—solo or as a section—play above B-flat, in fact most 
of the time playing no higher than A. And in many of his recordings, when this rich-sounding 
ensemble played through a melody, his arranger (Bishop or Jenkins) would often have the 
saxes and the underlying tuba switch positions within a chord, which gave the aural effect of 
3-D sound—you can hear this effect, particularly, in their recording of the Arthur Schutt-
Benny Goodman composition Georgia Jubilee where the rich, heavy sound of the low saxes 
and rhythm section practically stomp the dance floor with joyous abandon, or the way the or-
chestra soars through the rather tricky harmonic changes and irregular phrases of Larry Clin-
ton’s Midnight in a Madhouse. In Dallas Blues, among many gorgeous effects, there is a pas-
sage where the trumpets play an astoundingly rich-toned and perfectly-executed upward glis-
sando covering nearly two octaves. The effect remains stunning even after close to a century 
and, to my mind, has never been duplicated—let alone surpassed—in all the years since it was 
recorded. As Gordon Jenkins said many years later, this was a band that used no tricks, no 
gimmicks, just pure, great musicianship. 

 
The “new left” in Europe 
In some European countries, however, the “left” was very much associated with indi-

vidual freedom, a philosophy which included jazz, and these countries included France (of 
course), Denmark, and even Germany. Indeed, one of the more interesting if stylistically 
mixed-up composers to emerge in the early 1930s was the Dane Bernhard Christensen (1906-
2000), who wrote at least two jazz oratorios titled 24 Hours and The School Upside-Down. 
One excerpt from each of these two works have appeared on CD, due to the fact that the great 
Danish tenor Aksel Schiøtz participated in the recordings. Schiøtz sings the solo recitatives 
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and formal arioso of the schoolteacher in “Geografi,” the excerpt from 24 Hours, but in musi-
cal terms I find “A meeting on the playground” from The School Upside-Down much more 
interesting. In both pieces, Christensen has great fun playing off the more formal music of the 
classically trained voices against the jazz voices of the pupils. In “Geografi” a trio of trained 
male voices (of whom only Schiøtz is identified on the record) sing an a cappella madrigal 
(interestingly, a piece not in Christensen’s score), following which a rector, sung by a member 
of the Copenhagen Boys’ Choir (conducted by Mogens Wőldike, one of the great pioneers of 
the early music movement), contrasts this with more rhythmic music. Eventually the boys’ 
chorus swings mightily in counterpoint to the formal male trio with a backing of piano and 
bass. Had Christensen been more in touch with real jazz, this could have been an interesting 
development in the ongoing development of such hybrids, as he seemed to have sufficient 
musical knowledge and technique to put the two together. 

As for Mátyás Seiber, he was so busy leading the Frankfurt jazz institute, conducting 
jazz performances and writing classical works from folk-inspired pieces to serialism that he 
didn’t devote much time to pursuing a jazz-classical fusion, yet his charming though very 
short Easy Dances for Piano Duet (1932) drew on dance forms, the blues, and written-out 
passages based on improvisation. Meanwhile, George Gershwin was trying to obtain a better 
formal music education, but being white (albeit Jewish) didn’t seem to help him. For obscure 
reasons that have never been made clear, he was refused a place in Nadia Boulanger’s class in 
Paris, and when he approached Schoenberg (who had emigrated to Hollywood by the mid-
1930s) to become a pupil, he was turned down, though it is said that Schoenberg—who 
clearly needed the money—relented by 1937, but Gershwin died of a brain tumor that year. 
(When first told by Gershwin how much the latter made per year, Schoenberg said, “Maybe I 
should be taking lessons from you!” Some have seen this as a humorous statement, but since 
he did in fact turn Gershwin down I sense an undercurrent of resentment in it.) 

Luckily, Gershwin did receive a more advanced formal training from Joseph Schillin-
ger between 1932 and 1935, when he was working on his “folk opera” Porgy and Bess. Since 
Schillinger is a pivotal figure in the relationship between jazz and classical music of this pe-
riod—not to mention, which is equally important, formal-influenced jazz scoring tech-
niques—he is therefore one of the most fascinating figures of his era, yet in ensuing decades 
he has been largely ignored, relegated to cult status.  

 
Joseph Schillinger and his Method 
There are four reasons why Schillinger (1895-1943) was thrown into cult status by 

academics. First, his books on music theory, like the writing of so many Russians from 
Dostoyevsky to the present, were long-winded and somewhat convoluted. Second, these 
books were seldom if ever published complete or in proper sequence. Third, his convoluted 
language often obscured the basic fundamentals of his system. And fourth, as I pointed out 
above, his association with jazz and jazz-oriented classical musicians in America made him a 
“mongrel” to the more high-minded, formal-oriented university crowd. In addition to 
Gershwin and the famed serious American composer Henry Cowell (who penned the “Over-
ture” to the Schillinger System in 1941), Schillinger also taught Benny Goodman, Glenn 
Miller, Jimmie Lunceford, Oscar Levant, Vernon Duke and Tommy Dorsey. Levant, of 
course, was considered a mongrel musician himself despite long and serious study as a classi-
cal pianist. His specialization in the music of his friend Gershwin pushed him to the periphery 
of “serious” American classical artists (though he also played Debussy, Chopin, and other 
composers with equal skill), and of course he “sullied” his name by composing jazz-oriented 
pieces with advanced harmonic bases such as the tune Wacky Dust, recorded by Bunny Beri-
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gan’s orchestra in 1938. Interestingly, Schillinger was also involved in the infancy of elec-
tronic music, composing the First Airphonic Suite in 1929 for Léon Theremin (also a Russian 
émigré), inventor of the instrument that bore his name. The Suite was given its world pre-
miere with Theremin as soloist with the Cleveland Orchestra under the direction of Nikita 
Sokoloff that same year. 

Schillinger said of his method, “My system does not circumscribe the composer’s 
freedom, but merely points out the methodological way to arrive at a decision. Any decision, 
which results in a harmonic relation, is fully acceptable. We are opposed only to vagueness 
and haphazard speculation.”7 By using scientific methods as a basis for organizing sound, 
Schillinger wanted to break musical tradition rather than perpetuate it. His system, then, was 
open-ended and forward-looking, debunking the “mystique” of older composers, which also 
went deeply against the grain of academia, where even the least scrap of discarded music by 
Bach and Mozart, for instance, is studied as if part of the Holy Grail. 

Schillinger’s books comprise of the following list. Dates and publishers given next to 
some of them indicate which were published and in what year, an indication of the broken 
links and missing information that marginalized his work (I am indebted, for this list, to the 
website “Public Domain Music” and specifically the link http://pdmusic.org/schillinger.html): 
 
Volume I: Books I-VII 

Overture to the Schillinger System by Henry Cowell – 1941, Carl Fischer Inc. 
Introduction by Arnold Shaw and Lyle Dowling – 1978, Da Capo Press 
Book I: Theory of Rhythm – 2004, Clock & Rose Press 
Book II: Theory of Pitch-Scales 
Book III: Variations of Music by Means of Geometrical Projection 
Book IV: Theory of Melody 
Book V: Special Theory of Harmony 
Book VI: The Correlation of Harmony and Melody 
Book VII: Theory of Counterpoint 

 
Volume II: Books VIII-XII 

Book VIII: Instrumental Forms – 1941, Carl Fischer Inc. 
Book IX: General Theory of Harmony (Strata Harmony) – 1978, Da Capo Press 
Book X: Evolution of Pitch-Families (Style) – 2004, Clock & Rose Press 
Book XI: Theory of Composition 
Book XII: Theory of Orchestration 
Glossary of Terms compiled by Lyle Dowling and Arnold Shaw 
Index 
Vita 

 
The Mathematical Basis of the Arts [pages vi-x, 3-696] 

Part One: Science and Esthetics – 1948, Carl Fischer Inc. 
Part Two: Theory of Regularity and Coordination – 1976, Da Capo Press 
Part Three: Technology of Art Production 
Appendix A: Basic Forms of Regularity and Coordination 
Appendix B: Relative Dimensions 
Appendix: C: New Art Forms 

                                                
7 Schillinger, Joseph (1946). Schillinger System of Musical Composition. C. Fischer, Inc. (New York). p. 1356. 
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Appendix D: Poetry and Prose 
Appendix E: Projects 
Glossary (Compiled by Arnold Shaw) 
Index 

 
Kaleidophone: Pitch Scales in Relation to Chord Structures [pages 3-80] 

Author's Preface – 1940 & 1967, Charles Colin 
Biographical Outline 
How to Use the Kaleidophone 
Table I: Serial Development of Pitch Scales in Relation to Chord Structures 
Table II: Families of Chord Structures 
Index of Chords and Scales 

 
Encyclopedia of Rhythms: Instrumental Forms of Harmony – a massive collection of 
rhythm patterns (evolved according to the Schillinger theory of interference) arranged in in-
strumental form [pages A-W, 4-250] 

[Bio] Joseph Schillinger – 1966, Charles Colin 
A Note to the Teacher and Student by Arnold Shaw – 1976, Da Capo Press 
Supplementary and Explanatory Key to Part I by Charles Colin 
Supplementary and Explanatory Key to Part II by Charles Colin 
Part I: Rhythmic Resultants to Instrumental Forms of Harmony 
Part II: Analyzing Rhythmic Resultants with Fractioning 

 
Fortunately or unfortunately, the Schillinger System—or at least part of it—was ex-

plained in much more conversational, down-to-earth language in Glenn Miller’s short book on 
popular music orchestration, published in 1943 when he was already in the Army Air Force. 
Miller will come in for some discussion in the next chapter, but for now I will simply discuss 
what he had to say about the Schillinger System and its application to jazz composition and 
scoring. 

In essence, Schillinger insisted that students “forget” everything they knew or had 
learned about music and start at ground zero. He had his students take famous compositions 
by such masters as Bach, Buxtehude, Mozart, Beethoven etc. and break them down to basics: 
play each line as a separate entity, forwards and backwards, then examine how each addi-
tional strand was added. In doing so, he taught his students several musical processes at once: 
melodic composition as a form of mathematics as much as a form of emotional expression, 
counterpoint in both complementary and contrasting rhythms; harmony as a series of inver-
sions, multiple combinations and tone clusters; and orchestration as a form of coloration that 
enhanced the emotional impact of the music. It is precisely in the realm of emotional impact 
that his system departs from standard academic training, which is primarily focused on the 
nuts and bolts of composing but leaves emotion out of the equation, yet it was probably be-
cause Schillinger appreciated the emotional impact of a composition that he was drawn to the 
music of Goodman, Duke, Lunceford, Miller and Gershwin as much as to the much more 
formal compositions of Cowell. “Break music down as if you were learning to write your 
name for the first time” is a quote that appears on some web sites devoted to the Schillinger 
System such as http://josephschillinger.wordpress.com/introductio/ where the following ex-
ample is given: 
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The Instruction: The resultant is chosen (r6:5) and the soprano rhythmically entered on the 
tonic tone: 
r6÷5 = (5+1)+(4+2)+(3+3)+(2+4)+(1+5) 

�� Begin working “backwards” to the point of the new key (G: iii below)  
�� Although I’ve indeed added harmony working backwards now from the final cadence, 

the penultimate measure which joins to the iii chord of the 2nd half of the 3rd measure 
and now ready to go back to the beginning and work forward to the new key, I am 
secretly telling myself that in the penultimate measure, I want to add some kind of 
diminished chord, and, I want to preceed the Dominant on the last measure with a ii7 
chord. This will affect the melody perhaps…. 
 
I should point out that this capsule description of the Schillinger method is of course 

not the whole theory, any more than Miller’s book was. In fact, it was not until an educator 
named Phil de Tullio, a graduate of Northeastern University, managed to collect, collate and 
absorb the full method that its innovations and impact could be fairly judged and applied to a 
modern generation of composers. For those wishing to proceed further in this vein, I recom-
mend a visit to the Schillinger Society website, http://www.schillingersociety.com/. 

Such deep theoretical study certainly informed the music of the above-named musi-
cians, to a greater or lesser degree, and in fact one might advance the theory that it was 
Miller’s studies with Schillinger that not only led to the development of his mature style, but 
also that it is possible that Miller recommended Schillinger to his former colleague and friend 
Tommy Dorsey, which in turn led to the complete revamping of Dorsey’s style in 1940 
(again, to be discussed in the next chapter). Not only to laud Schillinger pupils, the work of 
two black musicians who rose to fame during the early 1930s provided, perhaps, the strongest 
and most cogent musical arguments against Adorno’s and the Communists’ elitist attitudes. 
These were British pianist-composer-bandleader Reginald Foresythe (1907-1958) and pianist 
Art Tatum (1910-1956), both of whom I excluded from the previous chapter so that they 
could be discussed separately here.  

 
Reginald Foresythe 
Certainly one of the oddest yet most talented figures in the history of music, Fore-

sythe, a gay British man of mixed racial background, was born in England of a father who 
was a Saro barrister of Sierra Leone Creole descent and an Englishwoman of German descent. 
Apparently talented from an early age, Foresythe nevertheless managed to avoid any formal 
training in composition; like so many other figures of his time, he was one of those people 
who absorbed music like a sponge and memorized most of it. He was playing piano by age 
eight and, in his teens, played both piano and accordion in dance bands in Paris, Australia, 
Hawaii and California. His first important professional job was as the accompanist to Miss 
Zaidee Jackson, an African American singer popular in Paris and London, but was apparently 
less successful in accompanying tenor Walter Richardson on a tour of Australia because 
Richardson’s light voice was not as strong or well liked as that of basso Paul Robeson, who 
had just toured the country. The pair ended up in California, where Foresythe played piano for 
Paul Howard’s Quality Serenaders and, according to online sources, wrote music for D.W. 
Griffith films including Abraham Lincoln (1930), but the screen credits for Lincoln only name 
Hugo Riesenfield as musical “arranger.” In 1930 Foresythe moved to Chicago, one of the ma-
jor hubs of American jazz, where he met pianist-bandleader Earl Hines and played Deep For-
est, one of his Two Hymns to Darkness, for him. Hines was so impressed that he immediately 
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adopted Deep Forest as his theme song. Hines’ various recordings of it with his orchestras are 
excellent jazz, but not structured the same way as the original and so do not really show the 
high quality of Foresythe’s music. Negative chalk mark number one (though in 1973 Hines 
made a superb piano solo version of it for Chiaroscuro Records). 

From Chicago Foresythe traveled further east to New York, where he met up with 
such luminaries of the jazz world as Duke Ellington and Fats Waller. From this point on, the 
chronology gets a little spotty, but apparently he moved back to England in 1933 where he 
worked for two years with an orchestra called “The New Music of Reginald Foresythe.” The 
band’s concept was completely new: an all-reed orchestra, consisting of two clarinets, two 
alto saxes, one tenor sax, bassoon and rhythm section. The band played in London’s Café de 
la Paix and also made recordings, which music historians believe were the very first all-reed 
orchestra records made by anyone in the jazz, pop, or classical fields. Moreover, the music 
Foresythe wrote was influenced in many ways by one of his heroes, British composer Freder-
ick Delius. It had a sparse texture, a floating quality in the slow pieces especially, unusual 
phrase lengths and harmonic twists, and as one commentator mentioned, a peculiarly plaintive 
and forlorn sound even when the music was uptempo. Yet although Foresythe’s debut was 
met with great anticipation, audiences quickly tired of his music when they realized that they 
couldn’t dance to it. Negative chalk mark number two. Among the titles he recorded in Eng-
land were The Autocrat Before Breakfast, The Melancholy Clown, Angry Jungle, Berceuse for 
an Unwanted Child, Garden of Weed, Volcanic (Eruption for Orchestra), Bit and Serenade 
for a Wealthy Widow. The latter piece was especially admired by his friend Fats Waller when 
he played the record for him upon his return to New York in 1934, whereupon Waller re-
corded a jazz version with His Rhythm (slightly retitled as Serenade to a Wealthy Widow). 
Again—it was a fine jazz recording but did not reflect the quality of the original. Negative 
chalk mark number three. 

By this time Foresythe came to the attention of bandleader Paul Whiteman, who hired 
him to write new arrangements of his pieces. As it turned out, the new Foresythe scores of 
Garden of Weed and Serenade for a Wealthy Widow were very colorful and surprisingly well 
suited to Whiteman’s style, and the bandleader’s Victor recordings of them were very good. 
But like Foresythe’s own original recordings, they didn’t sell very well. According to critic 
Uncle Dave Lewis on the Internet, just about the only country were Foresythe’s recordings 
sold well, and were never forgotten, was Holland. The one Whiteman recording of a Fore-
sythe piece that did sell pretty well was The Duke Insists, one of the composer’s most straight-
forward and least interesting works. Negative chalk mark number four. 

Now firmly ensconced in Harlem, where his dashing good looks and dapper manners 
made him a hit in the nightclubs, Foresythe tried one last time to score a hit with his unusual 
reed-oriented charts, recording four of them on January 23, 1935 with a mixed band. Fore-
sythe played piano and John Kirby played bass, while the rest of the orchestra was made up of 
Benny Goodman and Johnny Mince on clarinets, Toots Mondello and Hymie Schertzer on 
alto saxes, Dick Clark on tenor sax, Sol Schoenbach on bassoon and Gene Krupa on drums. 
The four titles made that day were The Greener the Grass, Dodging a Divorcee, Berceuse for 
an Unwanted Child, The Melancholy Clown and Lullaby. The performances this time were 
absolutely superb, in fact perfectly balancing the delicate tapestry of wind sound achieved by 
his British band but with a greater jazz kick from the American players. The records were is-
sued on American Columbia’s blue shellac “Vivi-Tonal” discs. And they bombed—absolutely 
bombed. The scores weren’t warm and romantic enough to please those who liked sweet mu-
sic or hot enough to please the young crowd. Negative chalk mark number five.  
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Being independently wealthy in Depression-ridden America, however, Foresythe 
didn’t seem to care. He spent his nights flitting from nightclub to nightclub, getting drunk, 
and discreetly picking up young men who were of his same persuasion, then spent his days 
sobering up and visiting with friends. One time he apparently picked the wrong young man, 
for the inebriated Foresythe was beaten pretty badly and had to recuperate for several days in 
Duke Ellington’s apartment. 

It would be nice to say that Foresythe eventually came into his own and was recog-
nized for his achievements—nice, but untrue. He returned to England in 1938, where he re-
corded some very advanced piano duets with Arthur Young for HMV, but these turned out to 
be some of his last contributions to the infant Third Stream movement. He served as a fighter 
pilot for the RAF during World War II, then picked up his high life almost immediately af-
terwards. He restarted his career as a pianist but wrote very little of interest; his unique style, 
once so far ahead of its time, now belonged to a dead past. He began to suffer heart problems, 
although his tragically early death at age 51 was the result of a fall while intoxicated, which 
caused serious damage from which he never recovered. 

Listening to the Foresythe records, one hears a facile musical mind walking the tight-
rope between popular (jazz) music and classical form. Like the later music of Alonzo Levister 
and Charles Mingus, nothing in his works were left to chance. Garden of Weed, perhaps, 
draws the most attention because of its subject matter, but this is no mere dope-themed pop 
song like Minnie the Moocher, Kicking the Gong Around or even Don Redman’s Chant of the 
Weed. The Foresythe piece is a real composition, and it is extremely interesting, and instruc-
tive, to compare his original recording with the remake by Whiteman, which to my mind is 
actually superior. The themes are more tightly woven together and the scoring, though getting 
away from his preferred lineup of reeds and rhythm section, is more colorful and effective. I 
also tend to prefer Whiteman’s version of Serenade for a Wealthy Widow, but in all the other 
pieces Foresythe’s own original and imaginative versions are uniquely satisfying.  

More often than not, Foresythe’s innovations came in the sophisticated chord positions 
he used and the way he could pivot his harmonic changes base don them. The Autocrat Before 
Breakfast, for instance, is anchored in the key of D�, but at the bridge he cleverly shifts the 
tonality from the relative fifth (G�) by making all the notes in the supporting chords shift to-
nality up or down chromatically as the melody line progresses, and in the midst of this pas-
sage he throws in an A� diminished chord just for contrast. Volcanic (Eruption for Orches-
tra), probably his fastest and most excitable piece, builds its opening sequence around E� 
dim. before settling down its main melody in C major, all the while pushing the band at a 
speed similar to those “killer dillers” written by Gene Gifford for the Casa Loma Orchestra. 

It’s quite possible that Foresythe’s aesthetic rubbed off on John Kirby, whose own 
unique Sextet will be discussed in the next chapter. I also think that Foresythe’s recordings 
had a positive influence on yet another band that is given short shrift in jazz histories, Shep 
Fields and his New Music, also discussed in the next chapter. But the point here is that one 
should put aside Hines’ Deep Forest, Waller’s Serenade to a Wealthy Widow and Whiteman’s 
The Duke Insists and listen to the originals, for they make up a unique legacy. 

 
Art Tatum 
The other great artist of this period was Art Tatum, who first emerged in his native 

Toledo as a piano wunderkind at the age of 18. Blind in one eye and only possessing one-third 
sight in the other, portly, homely, and worst sin of all in that era, black, Tatum had the tem-
perament and technique of a great concert pianist yet was completely denied access to that 
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world, a fact he resented to his dying day. He took the stride piano style developed by John-
son and Waller to its extreme outer limits, even further than the style of Earl Hines. In 
Tatum’s hands, 10ths and 12ths were easy and therefore common. Despite his heavy, thick 
fingers, he had one of the lightest, most feathery touches imaginable on his instrument, and 
his speed and dexterity was simply astonishing. Even after he became famous and invited 
other pianists to watch him at close range, they couldn’t follow what he was doing—his fin-
gers just flew across the keyboard too quickly for them to follow—and even today, listening 
to his records produces not only a euphoric but an almost dizzying effect. He broke up lines 
and even measures into fragments, juxtaposing two or three contrasting rhythms simultane-
ously. He constantly substituted chords, played highly unusual and advanced chord positions, 
made key changes within a bar (and then back again), and with his speed and wide reach 
could sometimes give the effect of three hands playing rather than two.  

Never before in the history of jazz had there been anyone or anything like Tatum—not 
only not among pianists, but in any aspect, nook or cranny of jazz. Not only was he the fastest 
pianist who ever lived, but the manner in which he could separate his hands to play independ-
ently of one another, the almost unbelievably sophisticated and advanced harmonic changes 
he used, and the rapidity of his musical mind made him one of a kind. Not even such masters 
of the keyboard as Luckey Roberts, Earl Hines, Bud Powell, Lennie Tristano, Oscar Peterson, 
George Shearing, McCoy Tyner, Chick Corea, or Bobby Enriquez, great as they were, really 
equaled him; all of his peers in the jazz piano world envied him to one extent or another; yet 
critics continually nitpicked him, and some still do, because of his penchant for playing full-
keyboard glissandos and sometimes quoting a bar or two of some other popular or light clas-
sical tune in his improvisations. They considered this showboating, playing to the gallery, and 
thus tried to reduce his stature by criticizing the few little things they could comprehend rather 
than to praise him for the myriad things he could do better than anyone else on earth. 

It almost boggles the mind to consider that this transcendent genius first emerged, his 
talent full-blown, as early as 1928. He was only 18 years old; King Oliver and Jelly Roll Mor-
ton were still playing in New York, and although Earl Hines (almost as sophisticated a musi-
cian as Tatum) was well known to fellow pianists if not to the general public, Tatum was only 
known at that time in and around his native Toledo, Ohio, where he played at a local club and 
occasionally on the radio. He did not really come to the attention of the jazz fraternity at large 
until he moved to New York in the summer of 1932, where he made his debut in a rent party. 
The only well-known musician who happened to be present at that event was trumpeter Roy 
Eldridge, who took the young man under his wing and “sprang” him on other unsuspecting 
pianists at other rent parties. There must have been a few whose first (and perhaps lasting) 
reaction was jealousy, but for the most part the response among fellow pianists was awe bor-
dering on idolatry. The most famous quip came from Fats Waller who, spotting Tatum in the 
audience during one of his own performances, said into the microphone, “Ladies and gentle-
man, I play piano, but tonight God is in the house.” One of Waller’s little jokes, certainly, but 
one based on a very real appreciation and understanding of what Tatum was accomplishing. 

His first recordings were made in 1932 as accompanist to singer Adelaide Hall, and 
his solo breaks and choruses on them are superb, but it was his first solo session for Bruns-
wick in early 1933 that established him as a musical genius of the first water. Considering that 
Jack Kapp was still music director of Brunswick at that time, it’s surprising that a musician of 
his astounding complexity was given free rein to explore this style unchecked, but like many 
whites in those days, Kapp had the somewhat racist view that white musicians were supposed 
to stick to the melody and play sweet while black musicians were allowed to be “jazzy.” In-
deed, Tatum was one of only a handful of Brunswick artists (the others were Chick Webb, 
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Fletcher Henderson, Bing Crosby, The Mills Brothers and The Boswell Sisters) who moved 
to the fledgling Decca company in 1934 when Kapp pioneered the idea of popular records for 
35 cents instead of 50 cents and began exploiting the fledgling jukebox market. 

To fully understand and appreciate Tatum’s incredible gifts, one must have a thorough 
grounding in musical theory: harmony, counterpoint, key relationships, chord positions and 
their inversions, diatonic and chromatic movement within a key as it applies to each and every 
song that Tatum elevated with his art—the list goes on and on. Moreover, his shifts, transposi-
tions, counterpoint and other devices appear and disappear so quickly in his playing that one 
must literally listen to each performance several times each in order to grasp their sophistica-
tion and brilliance. I once said to a friend, only half in jest, that you can’t listen to more than 
four or five recordings by Tatum in a row without getting a headache—if you are paying close 
attention to everything he does. Not only was it impossible for most of the pianists cited 
above (and dozens of others, equally gifted) to replicate his speed, they couldn’t even repli-
cate his complexity. He was, quite literally, a musical invention machine, so much so that 
even when modern classical pianists with highly advanced techniques try to play his improvi-
sations exactly the way he played them, they fail in one or another detail. You can attempt to 
duplicate what Tatum played, but no one yet has succeeded. 

To a certain extent Tatum’s glissando keyboard runs were a device that helped him get 
to upper reaches of the keyboard easily because he was three-quarters blind. He had just 
enough sight in one eye that he could see his way to the piano in a nightclub and play cards by 
bringing his hand up close to his face to see what the cards were. An ophthalmologist once 
offered to operate on his sighted eye to increase the range of vision, but warned him that he 
might also lose what sight he had. Tatum refused the operation. 

In his later years, from about 1939 on, Tatum began using numerous tempo shifts 
within most of his performances as well as a higher percentage of the glissando runs and mu-
sical quotes. He also began performing many numbers exactly the same way every time out 
(one such being his astounding re-composition of the song Yesterdays, played exactly the 
same on his mid-1950s Clef recording as he had played it in a 1949 concert), but in one of his 
rare interviews he explained this. Many listeners, he said, having heard him on a record or the 
radio, come to see him just so they can hear him play it exactly the same way. “I don’t know 
why,” he said. “With me, with any artist I ever saw, I’ve always wanted them to do something 
different than what they’ve done on their record or whatever…However, other people, I don’t 
know why it is, or whether they feel this artist can’t do that because he did it on the record 
and they just want to see whether he can do it or not.”8 Even with these few crowd-pleasing 
touches, Tatum remained an inventive and remarkable musician to the very end. There are so 
many of his recordings that can be held up as not only flashy but brilliantly constructed musi-
cally that it would take several books to do his playing justice, but if you have the chance to 
survey his earliest recordings, made between August 1932 (his first recording session) and 
only going as far as December 1935, one is continually astonished by his unflagging creativ-
ity. Moreover, during this period he maintained a steady tempo throughout most of his per-
formances, giving lie to the accusation that he fluctuated the tempo because he couldn’t keep 
good time. Among a plethora of outstanding performances, perhaps the most astounding is his 
version of Claude Hopkins’ I Would Do Anything for You (October 1934), where he outstrides 
every stride pianist who ever lived or will live, beneath the surface glitter adding and subtract-
ing any number of harmonic shifts and contrapuntal devices that almost beggar description. 
The only weakness, if you can call it that, in Tatum’s makeup was that he rarely if ever wrote 
                                                
8 Interview with Willis Conover, November 1955, published in Keyboard Magazine (October 1981, p. 30). 
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any music himself, preferring to rework others’ tunes. One of the very few pieces attributed to 
him, The Shout, received two recordings during this early period (August 1934 and December 
1935), and for whatever reason he rarely played it in public thereafter. 

Tatum remained with Decca through 1941, producing an almost unbroken series of 
jazz masterpieces. Critics began to complain of the one “crowd pleasing” trick that Tatum had 
in his arsenal, playing musically superfluous glissandos and runs up or down the keyboard, 
but this was also his way of negotiating wider-than-normal keyboard leaps without having to 
use his small range of sight. Certainly, other jazz pianists had no qualms of declaring Tatum 
the greatest musician and improviser of them all. Duke Ellington, seldom at a loss for words, 
said that what Tatum did was “beyond verbal description.” James P. Johnson, Willie “The 
Lion” Smith and Teddy Wilson were in awe of his talent; Wilson, in fact, evolved a style that 
was “reduced Tatum,” but he would never pretend to be the equal of his model. Hines, as 
close to Tatum in formidable technique and brilliance of invention as anyone else, avoided 
being in the same room with him whether he was playing or not.  

Interestingly, Tatum made a profound impression on classical pianist Vladimir 
Horowitz. My own impressions of Horowitz are largely negative: I find most of his playing (a 
few performances excepted) a distortion of phrasing and musical balance, too loud, clumsy, 
and lacking musical feeling, but I have to give him credit for his honest and very real admira-
tion of Tatum. He not only went out of his way to hear Tatum play whenever he could, but 
once dragged his father-in-law, Arturo Toscanini, to hear the pianist. I doubt that Toscanini, 
born in 1867, had much if any love or real understanding of jazz, yet even he was mesmerized 
by the pianist’s astonishing, classicalized interpretations. But Horowitz’s appreciation of 
Tatum did not stop with going to see him at clubs. He invited Art to his uptown New York 
apartment frequently, once in a while for the delight of his guests but more often to watch and 
hear him play and exchange tricks of technique with him. One time, Horowitz thought he 
would surprise Tatum by working up a one-chorus “improvisation” on Tiger Rag, which took 
Horowitz more than a week to compose and learn. When Art arrived at the apartment, 
Horowitz sat down at the piano and played it for him. “That’s really pretty good, Vlad,” 
Tatum said, “but don’t stop there! Play me another couple of choruses!” Vlad didn’t have the 
heart to tell him that was all he could do. In later years, even after Tatum’s untimely death in 
1956, Horowitz had no compunctions in telling people, “If Art Tatum had been white, I would 
not be considered the world’s greatest piano virtuoso.” One interesting footnote to this inci-
dent: although Horowitz never recorded his variations on Tiger Rag, he once, while waiting 
for a televised interview to begin, played a 12-second excerpt from Tea for Two copying 
Tatum’s version. This was late in his life; his rather heavy-handed classical style was an im-
pediment to his really swinging; but the fact that he could, and did, play a Tatum arrangement 
so late in his life speaks volumes about his real admiration for this great artist. 

George Gershwin, also a huge fan, would sit and listen to Tatum by the hour playing 
extended variations on his (Gershwin’s) favorite tunes. Sadly, Tatum never recorded any ex-
tended performances back in the 78-rpm days, but what he did to Gershwin’s Liza on October 
24, 1934 will suffice. Deconstructing the tune and putting it back together six ways from Sun-
day, Tatum finds things in Liza that eighty more years of jazz pianists have failed to find in it. 
Moreover, there is not just one take surviving but two, and in the rare “B” take Tatum does 
more extemporizing in the out-of-tempo introductory section. Indeed, one can combine these 
two takes to give a general idea of what Tatum sounded like improvising at length in 
Gershwin’s apartment; and once again, the ear marvels at the lightness of touch, his fingers 
flying across the keyboard like hummingbird’s wings, barely touching the keys and yet coax-
ing all the music one could wish out of them.  
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Ironically, Tatum’s only weakness was his inability to compose original pieces, which 
disappointed his fans who kept hoping for at least a suite or a jazz sonata to emerge from him. 
But as the most complex and dazzling of improvisers—New York jazz radio host Ed Beach 
once called him “the greatest soloist in the history of jazz, regardless of instrument”—he in-
spired an idolatry bordering on awe. Even after his death, despite advances made on his style 
near the end of his brief life by Lennie Tristano, Bill Evans and Cecil Taylor, Tatum never left 
the pedestal on which he was placed by every pianist of his generation. No one could touch 
him, then, and it’s ironic to realize that no pianists today, even the most technically adroit and 
formally trained of them, can duplicate his style. You can duplicate Wilson, Tristano, Evans, 
even Taylor, but not Art Tatum. Many have tried. All have failed. 

 
Duke Ellington—the early years continued 
Slowly but surely, Duke Ellington’s music became more sophisticated after Creole 

Rhapsody. Although he was still featuring his growl trumpet (Williams, replacing Miley) and 
trombone (Nanton), there was an influx of players with smoother timbres into his orchestra, 
the first of these being the silken-toned alto and soprano saxist (at least through 1940) of 
Johnny Hodges in 1928. Following him came valve trombonist Juan Tizol, the rich-toned 
clarinetist-tenor saxist Barney Bigard, the delicate shadings of trumpeter Arthur Whetsol 
(who tragically went insane in 1938 and died of a brain tumor in 1940, only 35 years old) and 
trombonist Lawrence Brown, whose playing was almost as smooth as white trombonist 
Tommy Dorsey, to whom he was often compared. Yet these changes in personnel alone did 
not influence Ellington’s aesthetic as much as the constant articles about him—mostly by 
British music critics—comparing his music to classical pieces. To a certain extent, then, the 
influence of their opinions went to his head, causing him to produce some truly great works 
but also many others that were just mawkishly sentimental and, at times, even worse than that. 
The influence of the British critics became, if anything, even more pronounced after his tour 
of England in 1933. The following year, 1934, the band also played in Europe, where he was 
likewise fêted and hailed as a genius. 

One of the more interesting pieces, and one that could truly be said to be somewhat in-
fluenced by the music of British composer Frederick Delius, was The Mystery Song (June 
1931). On its surface it is “just a tune,” but its ambiguous harmonic base precluded a “nor-
mal” melodic line, with the result that it became one of the most atmospheric pieces in the 
entire Ellington canon. He himself had no problem playing within its framework, but listening 
to the recording today one can sense that the other musicians had some problem with its 
strange harmonies. Nevertheless, it is one of his most fascinating works, and his reworking of 
the earlier Black and Tan Fantasy would eventually become a four-minute concert-length re-
cording in 1938. Back in 1932, however, Ellington was able to record an earlier version of 
this expanded “concert length” arrangement for an RCA transcription disc, one of several re-
cordings that, as it turned out, were accidentally recorded in stereo. It seems that it was RCA’s 
habit to use two machines with two cutters to save time in case one of the machines missed a 
note in the beginning or one at the end; but in these cases (and a few others going back to at 
least 1929, in a recording of Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring by the Philadelphia Orchestra) a true 
stereo separation was achieved. This would, of course, mean little or nothing if the perform-
ance was not a good one, but in this case the subtlety of Ellington’s orchestration in what is, 
for the most part, a quiet piece, and being able to use a full four minutes to play it (the original 
transcription disc ran at 33 1/3 rpm), gave him the latitude to expand what was one of his 
most interesting early tunes to the proportions of a real composition.  
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Following his tour of England, Ellington turned out one of his finest pieces, ironically 
one he rarely if ever played in later years, Daybreak Express. This was but one of many 
“train” songs to emerge from this period, and perhaps once train travel began to fade in the 
1950s Ellington decided not to revive the piece, but actually he had stopped playing it long 
before then. From its suspenseful introduction, starting from a dead stop at the train station 
and picking up steam, to its exuberant coda, Daybreak Express is a true composition in the 
complete sense of the word. All of the solos are aimed at complementing its structure, me-
lodic and rhythmic as well as harmonic, and the overall effect is tightly compact and organic. 
Perhaps, then, one reason Ellington failed to revive this tune is that it did not lend itself to be-
ing “opened up” with longer improvisations. 

Blue Feeling, from January 1934, is one of his most remarkable creations, a jazz “con-
certo grosso” constructed very much like Jelly Roll Morton’s Harmony Blues. One of its most 
fascinating aspects is the way the very simple melody sticks in your mind, so that after it goes 
through several permutations and is improvised upon, its return in the final section is almost 
like a culmination of all that had come before. In this way, Ellington could spin out tunes that 
had different functions when placed at different places within a performance—pivot points, 
you might say. Another such tune is Merry-Go-Round from April 1935. By this point, we are 
almost (but not quite) in the midst of the Swing Era, and finally Ellington’s rhythm is chang-
ing from the essentially two-beat “stomp” feeling to a more streamlined four-beat “swing.” 
I’ve always found it odd that few if any jazz critics have ever mentioned this, that the Elling-
ton band hung on to this stomp beat much longer than most other jazz bands of his time, white 
or black. Even the very “stompy” Bennie Moten orchestra of the 1920s had completely re-
vamped its rhythm section by 1932, and in the white jazz-dance band world Glen Gray’s Casa 
Loma Orchestra was leading the way with a streamlined style that had a “rolling” 2/4 beat un-
derneath a top line that emphasized 4/4. Among other bands, only the Dorsey Brothers (and, 
after their breakup, Tommy Dorsey’s band) and, of course, the somewhat “retro” style of Bob 
Crosby’s Orchestra, favored a two-beat “Dixieland” feel. Jimmie Lunceford also favored a 
two-beat feel, but it was streamlined. Ellington’s two-beat, even after he switched from tuba 
to string bass, always sounded more “stompy” than most of his competitors. And what occa-
sioned the change? Possibly the influx of more modern-oriented players, such as cornetist Rex 
Stewart, who joined Ellington after the Fletcher Henderson band broke up (see below) or 
bassist Billy Taylor, who replaced New Orleans bassist Wellman Braud in 1935. 

Another fascinating piece from this period, and one of his first “concertos” for an in-
dividual soloist, was Clarinet Lament. Built around the rich, liquid tone of Bigard, Clarinet 
Lament begins with canon effects around the introductory figure before leading into the mel-
ody proper, and in this piece Ellington reverses his general tendency towards bright, brilliant 
timbres, grounding the sound of the orchestra around Bigard’s lower or chalumeau register 
(basically E3 to B�4). The predominantly dark tone of this music is further underscored by the 
fact that Bigard played an Albert system clarinet rather than the more common Boehm sys-
tem. This type of clarinet used keywork and fingering designed by Frenchman Eugène Albert 
in the 19th century as a development of the Müller system. You can view the different finger-
ings for Boehm and Albert system clarinets at www.wfg.woodwind.org/clarinet/ and read a 
brief, clear history of the dual developments of Boehm and Albert System clarinets at bis-
key7.wordpress.com/2010/08/17/albert-system-clarinet-in-a-nutshell/. One of the things I’ve 
always found remarkable about Clarinet Lament, yet have seldom seen mentioned by others, 
is its remarkable debt to Creole Rhapsody. 
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Ironically, Ellington was one of the figures caught in the Communist cross hairs. Al-
though he performed at Communist Party functions in his early years, he became quite critical 
of the Party itself. Later, he and Benny Goodman were among those jazz musicians who 
joined the Musicians’ Committee for Spanish Democracy, but Ellington was always at odds 
with anyone who was Communist or a perceived Communist, such as John Hammond, though 
Hammond also never joined the Party. As we will see, this was partly due to Hammond’s at-
tacks on Ellington in the press, but also due in part to the fact that Ellington was a lifelong 
Republican. This, plus the fact that the liberals found his music too “arty” and not authenti-
cally “black,” led to a rift in white public acceptance of his music that was never quite healed. 

This era for Ellington culminated in his most ambitious piece to date, the four-part 
Reminiscing in Tempo (1935). Written to express the deep grief he felt after the death of his 
mother, Reminiscing is almost too emotional, too sad, and worst of all for a composition, jazz 
or otherwise, maudlin and monotonous. It simply doesn’t develop, but stays in the same gray 
groove (in tempo, mood, orchestration and theme) for its entire length. It was a rare lapse in 
his carefully considered musical evolution, but one thing it was not was what John Hammond 
called it, a “whitening” of his style and an abandonment of true black musical expression. De-
spite all his wonderful qualities as promoter, critic, and jazz impresario, Hammond could be 
grossly insensitive when he was in one of his pontificating moods, and this was one of his 
worst. Though he eventually made up somewhat with him, Ellington resented this review and 
held it against Hammond for years. The sad fact was that Hammond, though correct to criti-
cize Reminiscing in Tempo, was wrong to criticize it for the reasons he did, but Hammond 
wasn’t interested in jazz as composition. He tore the piece apart because it wasn’t jazz, it 
didn’t swing, and in his view it was pompous and overblown. Ellington continued to soldier 
on—writing and arranging was in his blood—and eventually, as we will see, he did succeed to 
a point, but his successes were few and far between, not a consistent string of brilliant works 
that some of his supporters claim. Some of the pieces Ellington himself thought were excel-
lent were surprisingly conventional harmonically and used tunes or themes that were cutesy 
and sometimes even cloying. As already mentioned, Ellington always gravitated towards sen-
timental music, and this often impaired or completely obscured his attention to form as a basis 
of composition. 
 

In 1934 Fletcher Henderson, broke and short of bookings, disbanded his star-studded 
orchestra. Some of his musicians, among them trumpeter Henry “Red” Allen and bassist John 
Kirby, stayed in the U.S. and found other work (Allen with Louis Armstrong’s new orchestra, 
Kirby with a band of his own), but the band’s leading light—tenor saxist Coleman Hawkins—
went to France, where he stayed for five years. And what Hawkins discovered was what 
vaudeville singer and dancer Josephine Baker discovered a few years earlier, that France, and 
specifically Paris, was the place to be if you were black and talented. Among the jazz musi-
cians who, Hawkins learned, had been playing in Paris for some time were trumpeters Arthur 
Briggs, the cousin of tuba player Pete Briggs, and Frank “Big Boy” Goudie. Both were out-
standing improvisers in the Armstrong mold who had found a home in France and had no de-
sire to return to the U.S. But Hawkins’ biggest shock was to run into the buzz saw of the great 
French Gypsy (Manouche) guitarist Django Reinhardt (1910-1953). Inspired by the re-
cordings of Armstrong and especially the Joe Venuti-Eddie Lang duet records, Reinhardt had 
been playing both hot jazz and society band music for about three years, following a forced 
hiatus in his career when he was badly burned in a caravan fire, causing the last two fingers of 
his left hand to be fused together and virtually useless in picking notes on the strings. 
Reinhardt was not only the fastest guitarist in jazz, but also the most musically innovative in 
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his solos, combining the styles of several of America’s best jazz musicians into an astounding 
and harmonically complex style. It would be another four years or so before Reinhardt would 
become known within the United States, but in France and surrounding countries he was al-
ready a legend. He was also the first European jazz musician to consciously push the bounda-
ries between jazz and classical music, creating works that fell between the cracks and thus 
making native French jazz musicians hear the music differently.  

But we will get into Reinhardt, and other remarkable soloists who created improvisa-
tions that could form the basis for formal compositions, more in the next chapter. 
 


